Background: Genomic DNA frequently undergoes rearrangement of the gene order that can be localized by comparing the two DNA sequences. In mitochondrial genomes different mechanisms are likely at work, at least some of which involve the duplication of sequence around the location of the apparent breakpoints. We hypothesize that these different mechanisms of genome rearrangement leave distinctive sequence footprints. In order to study such effects it is important to locate the breakpoint positions with precision.
Background
The small genomes of animal mitochondria, usually harbouring only 13 protein-coding genes as well as their own ribosomal and transfer RNAs, are subject to frequent rearrangements of the gene order. There does not seem to exist a unique molecular mechanism, however. Inversions [1] can be explained by inter-mitochondrial recombination [2, 3] . Similarly, transposition [4] and inverse transposition [5] may also be the result of nonhomologous recombination events [6, 7] . In a tandem duplication random loss (TDRL) event [8, 9] , on the other hand, part of the mitogenome, which contains one or more genes, is duplicated in tandem; subsequently, one of the redundant copies of the genes is lost at random. Transpositions can also be explained by a TDRL mechanism, and there is at least evidence that rearrangements involving the inversion of genes can be explained by a duplication-based mechanism, where the duplicate is inverted [10] . It remains an open question how variable the rates and the relative importance of different rearrangement mechanisms are over longer evolutionary time-scales and in different clades. While TDRLs leave a clearly identifiable trace in the mitogenomic sequence, namely the usually rapidly decaying pseudogenized copies of redundant genes [10] , little is known about the impact of other rearrangement mechanisms. It has been observed, however, that lineages with frequent rearrangements also show elevated levels of nucleotide sequence variation [11] .
Mitogenome rearrangements are usually analyzed at the level of signed permutations that represent the order and orientation of the genes, see Fig. 1 . Inferred rearrangement scenarios, i.e., sequences of a minimal number of rearrangement operations that explain the differences between two gene orders, of course depend strongly on the operations that are considered [13] . While initially only inversions were considered, more recently algorithms have also been developed for shortest TDRL rearrangement scenarios [14] . In contrast to inversions and transpositions, TDRLs are strongly asymmetric, i.e., when a single TDRL suffices to obtain gene order π ′ from π, multiple TDRLs are needed to go from π ′ back to π. Parsimonious TDRL scenarios requiring more than one step are rarely unique [15] and usually a large number of TDRLs with different loss patterns are equivalent in circular genomes [16] . As a consequence, it is impossible to precisely reconstruct a TDRL rearrangement event from gene order information only. It is indispensable to analyze the underlying sequence data to detect duplication remnants. This raises the question whether reversals or transpositions also leave characteristic sequences behind that provide information on the rearrangement type independent of the analysis of gene order data. This would provide more detailed and more reliable data on the relative frequency of different rearrangement mechanisms.
It is easy to determine the approximate location breakpoints in relation to annotated genes by the comparison of gene orders. Tools such as CREx [17] also infer the putative type of rearrangement operations by assuming a most parsimonious rearrangement scenario. The exact localization of breakpoints in the genomic sequence is a necessary prerequisite for any detailed investigation into sequence patterns that might be associated with genome rearrangements. Let us now focus on a given breakpoint and suppose, for the moment, that we know which of two mitogenomes represents the ancestral gene order; it will serve as the reference. We denote the sequence of the reference mitogenome in the vicinity of the breakpoint by F. The homologous sequence in the derived genome is then split into two non-contiguous parts, which we denote by L and R. In practice, F will be chosen to contain parts of the two genes a and b that are adjacent to the breakpoint in the reference. L and R then contain the corresponding parts of a and b as well flanking sequences extending towards the new neighbors of a and b in the derived genome. Without loosing generality, we fix the notation so that R and L are homologous to the right and left part of F, respectively. See Fig. 2 for a graphical representation.
If rearrangements always were a simple "cut-and-paste" operation, it would suffice to find the concatenation of a suffix of R and a prefix of L that best matches F. This simple model, however, does not account for TDRLs. We therefore have to allow that R and L partially overlap. It is also conceivable that recombination-based rearrangements lead to the deletion of a part of the ancestral sequence or the insertion of some unrelated nucleotides. To account for this possibility, we have to allow that a part of F in the immediate vicinity of the breakpoint does not appear in either R or L. The alternative scenarios are outlined in Fig. 2 .
Currently, only a few approaches use sequence data for genome rearrangement analysis. Parsimonious rearrangement scenarios w.r.t. cut-and-join operations and indels that minimize the difference in the size distribution of the breakpoint regions from expected values are computed in [18] . For next generation sequencing data differences in the alignments of the reads to a reference genome can be used to uncover rearrangements [19] . Alignments of synteny blocks can be extended into the breakpoint region in order to delineate its position as precisely as possible [20] . This is approach is most closely related to our methods. However, it does not handle duplications and their possible remnants.
The computational problem of pinpointing the breakpoint position and identifying potentially duplicated or deleted sequence fragments can be understood as a specific mixture of local and global alignments of the three sequences F, R, and L, which we will formalize below. Three-way alignment algorithms have a long tradition in bioinformatics [21, 22] , where they have been used as components in progressive multiple sequence alignment procedures [23, 24] .
The exact solution for multiple sequence alignment has exponential running time in the number of sequences. A such, exact alignments are only possible for a small number of sequences of short length. Therefore, heuristics and approximation methods have been applied in tools such as MAFFT [25] , CLUSTAL [26] , PASTA [27] and HAlign [28] . Furthermore parallel computing has been introduced to reduce the actual running time for large scale alignments [29] . In our study, however, since we align only the three sequences for the small breakpoint region, using dynamic programming to yield an exact alignment remains feasible. On the other hand, the combination of local and global alignments in multi-way alignments, has not received much attention. In the following section we show that an efficient dynamic programming algorithm can be devised for this task. It is then applied to a set of well-documented mitochondrial genome rearrangements in animals. This focus on mitogenomes is not a fundamental limitation of our method but rather guided by readily available data and extensive literature on well-described individual cases.
Theory
The alignment of the reference sequence F and its two offspring L and R is global at the "outer end" (here terminal deletions are scored), but local toward the breakpoint region (here terminal deletions in R and L, resp., remain unscored. Although the problem is symmetric, we follow the usual algorithmic design of dynamic programming algorithms for sequence alignments and consider partial solutions that are restrictions to prefixes of F, L, and R. In the following we denote by m := |F |, n := |L|, and p := |R| the respective length of the input sequences and by S i,j,k the maximal score of an alignment of the prefixes F [1. .i], L [1. .j], and R [1..k] . As usual, an index 0 refers to the empty prefix. We restrict our attention to additive scores defined on the input alphabet augmented by the gap character ('-'). We write γ (a, b, c) for the score of the three-way parts and σ (a, b) for the pairwise part, i.e., regions in which a suffix of L or a prefix of R remains unaligned. More details will be given at the end of this section.
The general step in the recursion for S is essentially the same as for global three-way alignments [21, 22] , with a single modification introduced by local alignment of the left end of R. As in the familiar Smith-Waterman algorithm [30] we have to add the possibility that R is still un-aligned to the set of choices. This state is encoded by k = 0. Thus The initialization at the edges and faces of the threedimensional "matrix" deserves some separate discussion. Entries of the form S i,0,0 correspond to the insertion of a prefix of F. Since gaps relative to R are not scored but need to be paid for in the alignment with L, we have S i,0,0 = i × g, where g is the uniform gap score. By the same argument S 0,j,0 = j × g. The attempt to place R to the left of L and F incurs costs relative to both L and F, thus S 0,0,k = k × 2g. The last case makes the alignment local w.r.t. the right end of R, i.e., allows penalty-free deletions of any prefix of R.
Overview of the problem: we assume that the prefix of L and the suffix of R is known to be homologous to the reference. It thus suffices to consider a "core region" indicated by the black frame. In this region we consider alignments in which L and R overlap (above) and alignments in which a gap remains between L and R (below). In the first case, the overlapping, hashed, region is scored as three-way alignment and deletions of a prefix of R and a suffix of L do not contribute to the score. In the second case, the gap between L and R is penalized, however. Dashed lines indicate the non-aligned parts of the sequences L and R, resp
The alignment of F and L in the absence of R is global towards the left, hence the face with k = 0 is computed according to the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [31] , i.e.,
The j = 0 plane describes alignments of F and R before the beginning of L. It also follows the Needleman-Wunsch scheme but has a more elaborate scoring considering triples of sequences since the insertions relative to L are explicitly penalized here:
The i = 0 plane, finally, describes the alignment of L and R without F. Since the gaps are penalized at the beginning of F, the scoring function γ is used in this plane. The cells are filled according to the Needleman-Wunsch recursions in the following manner:
The matrix S computes not quite the solution to our problem however. Thus we introduce a two-dimensional scoring matrix M that holds the optimal scores of an alignment of F and R that continues after the end of the aligned part of L, i.e., after the breakpoint position in L. It satisfies the recursion The first three cases are the Needleman-Wunsch style extension of the pairwise alignment. The next case corresponds to the situation that L ends with position j in the three way alignment. In the final case the three sequences do not overlap. Our model stipulates that gaps between the left end of the FL alignment and the right end of FR alignment are not penalized, hence there is no gap cost contribution for the interval F [i ′ + 1..i] on the reference sequence.
Since the alignment of F and R is global at its right end, the traceback starts from the lower right corner of M, i.e., the entry M mp . If there is an overlap region, the traceback moves from M to S at an index triple (i, j, k) with k > 0. In the case of a gap region the transition is directly to the FL surface, i.e., at k = 0. The traceback terminates when it reaches S 0,0,0 .
The algorithm uses O(n 3 ) space and time for input sequences of length n. To achieve this time complexity, notice that m i := max i ′ <i max j S i ′ ,j,0 can be pre-computed in quadratic time for each i and memoized in a linear array. 1 As a further optimization, we may use
The scoring model must satisfy the usual constraints for local similarity based alignments: gap and mismatch scores must be negative, at least on average, as otherwise the option to remove free end gaps would never be taken. Furthermore, mismatch scores must be larger than indel scores to avoid the proliferation of insertions followed by deletions or vice versa. Here we use the sum of pairs model with pairwise similarities σ ( . , . ) defined on the alphabet comprising the four nucleotides and the gap character '-'. This scoring model satisfies the required constraints, provided the pairwise scores σ ( . , . ) are suitable for pairwise local sequence alignments [33] . We use match and mismatch scores σ (a, a) = α and σ (a, b) = β for a � = b ∈ A that are independent of the letter of the alphabet. The gap scores are also specified in a sequenceindependent manner: σ (a, '-') = σ ('-', a) = δ and σ ('-', '-') = 0. The pairwise scoring scheme is thus specified by {α, β, γ }. In addition we use a "sum-of-pair weight" w(a, b, c) = W if a, b, c ∈ A are all letters, and w(a, b, c) = 1 if at least one of a, b, and c is a gap character. This extra parameter modifies the relative weight of the overlap region compared to the parts of the alignments in which only L or only R is aligned to the reference F.
Methods

Parametrization of the scoring function
In order to test whether the dynamic programming scheme outlined in the previous section is indeed capable of determining the breakpoint location with sufficient accuracy we used synthetic data. We separately prepared test data with a gap relative to F and test data with an overlap of R and L. A random suffix or prefix of the same length was appended to the R and L sequences, thereby complementing them to mimic a scenario in which input sequences comprise two annotation items flanking the approximate location of the breakpoint. Both the designed gap and overlap lengths were fixed at 10 nucleotides. We used both perfect sequences and sequences in which L and R were mutated with a position-wise probability of 15 or 30%, respectively.
In order to survey the influence of different alignment parameters we scanned all combinations of match scores in {1, 2, 3} and gap/mismatch scores in {−1, −2, −3}. The overlap is defined as the number of alignment columns from the first to the last position at which all three sequences, F, L, and R, are aligned (Fig. 3) . The size of the gap between or overlap of R and L was estimated from a sample of 50 simulated instances for each parameter combination. In addition we investigate the effect of the sum of pairs weight parameter W ∈ {1, 2, 3}
We first consider the test cases with overlap. In the absence of artificial mutation the expected overlap size matches the expected value for W = 1. For large values of W the observed overlap is reduced to 5.9 ± 4.4. This is not unexpected since large values of W down-weight the triple matches in the overlap region relative to indels in one of the sequences. The overlap size decreases with increasing sequence variation. Again, larger values of W aggravate the effect. For W = 1 most pairwise scoring models yield good estimates of the true overlap size. Exceptions are scoring schemes [given as triple (match, mismatch, gap)] with small relative match scores such as (1, −2, −2), (1, −2, −3), (1, −3, −2), (1, −3, −3) , which produce overlaps that are too short or even gaps in the presence of elevated levels of sequence variation. If match scores are too large, overlaps tend to be overestimated. This is the case for the scoring schemes (3, −1, −1), (3, −2, −1), and (3, −3, −1). In the test cases with a gap between L and R we find that gap sizes do not depend strongly on the sequence divergence. In general, gap sizes tend to be underestimated, in particular in scoring functions with small gap penalties. This is explained by the fact that there is a nonnegligible chance that the first few nucleotides of the random suffix of R or the last few nucleotides of the random prefix of L also match with F. Best results were obtained for (1, −1, −3), (1, −1, −2) for W = 1. Larger values of W do not lead to improvements.
Combining the results for the gapped and the overlapping examples, the scoring functions (1, −1, −3) , (1, −1, −2), and possibly (2, −3, −3) perform best. Throughout the remainder of this contribution we use W = 1 and the pairwise alignment scores (1, −1, −2).
Mitochondrial rearrangement data
We apply our alignment method to a collection of 152 unique animal mitochondrial gene order pairs that contain exactly the 37 canonical genes: atp6, atp8, cob, cox1, cox2, cox3, nad1, nad2, nad3, nad4, nad4l, nad5, nad6, rrnL, rrnS, trnA, trnC, trnD, trnE, trnF, trnG, trnH, trnI, trnK, trnL1, trnL2, trnM, trnN, trnP, trnQ, trnR, trnS1, trnS2, trnT, trnV, trnW, trnY. The list of accession numbers was taken from [34] and the gene orders extracted from the annotations in RefSeq release 73 [35] . Rearrangement analysis for all pairs of unique gene orders has been done with CREx [17] . For our analysis only pairs of unique gene orders are considered that are separated by a single rearrangement event, i.e., we retain 144 genome pairs of which 124 are predicted by CREx [17] as transpositions, 14 as inversions and six as TDRL. Since transposition and inversion are symmetric both directions are considered, i.e. 62 and 7 pairs in each direction, respectively. For the analysis of the breakpoint regions for each pair of unique gene orders a pair of representative sequences has been chosen that is most closely related according to the NCBI taxonomy database [36] .
For each predicted breakpoint we extract the reference sequence from one genome and the two predicted fragments from the other, where the former genome exhibits the putative ancestral state of the rearrangement and the latter the putative derived state. All sequences are retrieved from RefSeq release 73 [35] . The reference sequence F is the concatenation of the last 60 nt of the left gene, the intergenic region if available, and the first 60 nt of the right gene. The left query L is formed of the last 60 nt of the left query gene and the intergenic region with respect to the next gene (previous gene in case of inversion). The right query R is formed by the intergenic region with respect to the previous gene (next gene in case of inversion). In case of inversion the reverse complement of the corresponding query is used in the alignment. For each triple (F, L, R) the alignment is computed as described above and the length of the overlap of L and R or the length of the gap between L and R is recorded. However, we exclude 191 alignments that contain stretches of intergenic region longer than 40 nt in the reference sequence and R or L are very short i.e less than 10 nt in F from the statistical analysis. In total, we removed 233 of 459 alignments. Most of these cases are due to annotation errors in RefSeq or because we did not consider the control region for the computation of the gene orders. A complete set of the corresponding breakpoint alignments is compiled in Additional files 2 and 3 in human and machine readable form, respectively. Furthermore, the rearrangement events considered here are compiled in Additional file 1.
We only included the 49 pairs of gene orders with symmetric rearrangements in the comparison of the average overlap sizes where the alignments for both choices of the reference were retained. This data set comprises three inversions and 46 transpositions, corresponding to 186 alignments. The distribution of the overlap sizes for the different rearrangement types is shown in Fig. 4a . For TDRLs we expect to see overlaps of R and L that are interpreted as remnants of the duplication event. Indeed, of the 44 alignments of breakpoint regions that are due to TDRL in the CREx data, 37 have a non-zero overlap. The mean overlap length is 7.5 nt, also including instances with a gap. In principle, the overlap can vanish due to a complete deletion of the duplicate and due to sequence divergence between the functional and the non-functional copy that eventually erases all detectable sequence similarity. The latter explanation is plausible only for species pairs with large phylogenetic distance.
Results and discussion
There is no a priori theoretical prediction for the expected overlap in the case of inversions and transpositions. Among the seven alignments classified as inversions by CREx there is no or only a marginal overlap of a few nucleotides. Note that overlaps of 2-3 nt can be easily explained by random matches rather than as a remnant of the genome rearrangement. Thus, our data indicates that the molecular mechanism generating inversions neither duplicates not deletes sequence in the breakpoint region. Also, there seems to be no common sequence pattern associated with these breakpoints.
Transpositions can be generated by TDRL or a recombination. The 177 alignments of the breakpoint regions of gene orders separated by a transposition show an average overlap of 5.2 nt. Only for less than half of the alignments (83) an overlap ≥0 has been found. This can be explained in part by annotation errors. The main reason, however, is that both possible choices for the ancestral state, i.e., the reference sequence F are included for each pair. Only one of them is expected to generate an overlap (see below). Thus many of the cases that CREx predicts as transposition are really generated by a TDRL on a molecular level. By design, CREx prefers to predict transpositions over TDRLs as the more parsimonious alternative if both are possible explanations. To be precise, CREx prefers to predict transpositions over TDRLs as the more parsimonious alternative for rearrangements detected in linear nodes of the strong interval tree [49] of the two input gene orders [17] . Table 1 summarizes example cases from the literature where we detected large overlaps. All these rearrangements are explained by duplication mechanism or TDRL in the literature. However three cases are not originally rearranged, but errors in the RefSeq annotation lead to spurious rearrangements.
We consider Hydromantes brunus in some detail. In [38] , the rearrangement in H. brunus is claimed to be without duplication based on an analysis of nucleotide skew to classify between rearrangement or partial genome duplication. The same rearrangement has been claimed to be a TDRL in [39] . The alignment of the corresponding breakpoints in Fig. 5 shows an average overlap of 74 nt which is a strong evidence of duplication mechanism. Thus we support the TDRL model [39] with regard to the molecular mechanism. Nevertheless our alignments show a different inferred intermediate state, as shown in Fig. 6 . In [39] the duplicated genes are: part of nad2, trnW, trnA, trnN, O L , trnC and trnY. We, however, suggest the duplication of trnW, trnA, trnN, O L , trnC, trnY and cox1. The absence of the remnant of nad2 and the presence of the cox1 remnant support our model.
Although none of the inversions show large overlaps, there is no clear association between the size of the overlap or gap with TDRL or transposition according to the CREx classification. In fact, at least a substantial part of the transpositions is clearly the result of a rearrangement mechanism that generates sizable duplications of mitogenomic sequence.
To our surprise overlaps are also found for older rearrangements, see the Fig. 4b . From the largest overlaps shown in Table 1 at least three pairs are on order level (J. floridae-X. eiseni, O. cyanomelas-C. sordidus, D. taenia-C. sloani). Thus, deletion is not always immediate and duplication remnants can be detected sometimes also for ancient rearrangements. Figure 4c summarizes the overlap sizes grouped into three classes. The first two correspond to breakpoints of symmetric rearrangements. Here we distinguish for each breakpoint the choice of the reference F that yields the larger or the smaller average overlap, respectively: 81% of the overlaps and 70% of the gaps fall into large and small class, respectively. The third class are the asymmetric rearrangements, i.e., TDRLs, which allow only one choice of F.
The difference in overlap size caused by the choice of the reference F is shown in Fig. 7 for the symmetric rearrangements. In 67% of the 49 cases the difference is larger than 10 nucleotides (note that the one large difference for an inversion is due to annotation errors). This relatively Chlorurus sordidus Xenotoca eiseni NC_006355NC_011381 18 duplication deletion [41] Chauliodus sloani Myctophum affine NC_003159NC_003163 10 duplication deletion [48] large difference is due to an overlap caused by duplication in one genome, which turns out to be a gap when this species is used as a reference. The comparison of the alignments for both choices of F thus makes it possible to deduce the direction of the symmetric rearrangements, i.e., the ancestral and the derived gene order. It also shows the importance of the choice of the correct reference sequence to allow to discriminate between rearrangements caused by a duplication mechanism and those that result from other mechanisms such as inversion and translocation. However, in phylogenetically old rearrangement events the sequences of duplicated genes may be totally degenerated; in these cases, it becomes difficult to specify the mechanism behind the rearrangement or its direction.
Concluding remarks
We have introduced a specialized three-way alignment model to study the breakpoint regions of mitochondrial genome rearrangements in detail. We observed several unexpected features. In particular, a substantial fraction of rearrangements involves duplication of genomic DNA, many of which have not been recognized as TDRL-like events. This in particular pertains to many events that have been classified as transpositions. On the other hand, some apparent TDRL events do not produce overlaps.
While it is possible that in the case of ancient events the genomic sequences have diverged beyond the point where duplicated DNA is still recognizable, it is also possible that some of the ostensible TDRLs in fact correspond to possibly multiple rearrangements of other types. Clearly, further investigations into the individual cases will be necessary to resolve this issue completely. The present study at the very least adds to the evidence that multiple rearrangement mechanisms are at work and indicates that their classification is by no means a trivial task.
Reports of mitogenomic rearrangement are usually not sufficiently precise. In most publications the (potential) molecular mechanisms are not analyzed at all. The term "translocation" is often used to express only that genes have been moved rather than to designate a specific type of rearrangement operation or a molecular mechanism. The term TDRL is used more or less interchangeably for the resulting rearrangement operation and the molecular mechanism generating it; the published analysis usually is limited to the rearrangement operation. For the other rearrangement operations that are assumed in mitochondrial genomes, i.e., inversions, transpositions, and inverse transpositions, the mechanisms still await elucidation in most cases. In this paper we have presented a method that can help to uncover the molecular mechanisms of genome rearrangement. In conjunction with the available methods for genome rearrangement analysis [13] and the consideration of tRNA remolding [50] , which can mimic rearrangements, the analyses of breakpoint sequences will significantly improve our understanding of mitochondrial gene order evolution.
The alignment method introduced here is not limited to mitochondrial genomes. Since it is meaningfully applied only to a sequence interval of moderate size around a genomic breakpoint, it could also be applied to study the evolution of nuclear genomes and to investigate The partially local alignment problem introduced here also poses theoretical questions, which we hope to answer in forthcoming research. Most obviously, it suggests to consider multiple alignments in which, for each input sequence and both of its ends, either a local or global alignment is requested. Given such a problem specification, how can one construct a corresponding dynamic programming algorithm, possibly with the additional constraint that the dynamic programming scheme also supports a probabilistic version. Beyond this question one may of course also ask whether there are interesting generalization of overlap alignments and combinations of local, global, and overlap alignments.
